Today, you will read an article titled "America by Tricycle." As you read, think
about the events of the article and what they teach you. Answer the questions
to help you write an essay.
Read the article titled "America by Tricycle" by Janet Buckwalter. Then answer
Questions 1 through 3.

AppleSeeds' writer Janet Buckwalter says, "Once upon
a time a lady decided to travel across America on her
tricycle. She wanted to see the flowers and trees, to

enjoy the flavors of local foods, to sit on a porch with
a total stranger and walk away with a new friend. This
story is about choosing to live slowly
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and enjoy each moment of the day."
(L' "My little sister rides a tricycle too. She's
four years old. How old are you? " Imagine

the girl's surprise when 1 told her I'm 51
and riding across America; My trike isn't
like the one you rode when you were little.
It's fast and comfortable, and I don't need to worry
Iter

about falling down.
I rode with lots of different people along the way.
Albert was from the Netherlands and 1 traded him a
bottle of chocolate milk for a handful of gingersnap
cookies. Mark, a big guy covered with tattoos, shared
his breakfast as we sat in the grass watching the sunrise.

Starting this journey., I wasn't thinking about the
finish line 4,000 miles away. I only needed to pedal a
few miles until I found a place to buy lunch. Then ride
a little farther to a camping spot. If I kept doing this

I would eventually reach
my goal: I want to bike
from the Atlantic Ocean
to the Pacific Ocean!
I met kind strangers
who offered water and
sandwiches. Churches left
doors unlocked so bicycle
riders could come in for
rest and shelter. Firefighters
invited me to spend the
night at the station.
Sometimes children
rode their bikes alongside me. In one town I sow h3
tractor tires, lined with tarps and filled with water
tor wading pools for the kids.
. "Rlp • • • s<:rQtch' scratch, scratch!" The sound rang
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m my ears in the night Ufa oh, I had left a bag of trash
on the picnic table. The next morning, the park ranger

said that they had problems with bears visiting the
night before. Another evening, coyotes sang me to sleep
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I joined a Midwest town in welcoming an Army
umt home. They had spent a year in Iraq. At 11
o clock at night, the main street was lined with people
wavmg flags. Two busloads of American soldiers drove

through town with a police escort.

Along my journey, I learned to appreciate simple
lungs: a bed and pillow, a drink of cold water, and
a warm shower. I learned that you don't need lots

of money to be happy. Most of all I learned that our
country is full of kind and generous people.
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. In *Une 2009 ni start the final 1,700 miles of my
journey across America. I'll pedal
across Wyoming, Montana,
Idaho, and Oregon. So if you see '

a silver-haired lady traveling on a
trike, be sure to smile and wave.

And I sure would appreciate a
turkey sandwich and a cold glass
of chocolate milk!
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1. Part A

What was one of the greatest lessons Janet learned about people on her

journey?
a. There are good people who are willing to share and help.
b. Bears will eat garbage if you leave it out.
c. The simple things in life are what matter most.
d. People really appreciate their veterans.

Part B
Which statement best supports the answer to Part A?
a. "I joined a Midwest town in welcoming an Army unit home."
b. "...I learned that our country is full of kind and generous people."
c. "...they had problems with bears visiting the night before."

d. "I learned to appreciate simple things: a bed and pillow, a drink of cold
water, and a warm shower."

2. Part A

Why might most people be afraid to take such a journey?
a. They might be afraid of the animals they'll see.
b. It's a long trip to take by tricycle.

c. They might not find kind people to help them out.
d. They might not have a place to sleep.

Part B
Which detail from "America by Tricycle" supports the answer to Part A?

a. "...coyotes sang me to sleep."

b. "...I'll start the final 1,700 miles of my journey across America."

c. "Churches left doors unlocked so bicycle riders to come in for rest and
shelter."
d. "...the finish line 4,000 miles away."

3. Part A

Read this sentence from Paragraph 8 of the story.

Most of all I learned that our country is full of kind and
generous people.

This sentence shows that people are very helpful. In what ways are the

helpful?
a. They care for their veterans from Iraq.
b. They ride with Janet to keep her company.
c. They call her to tell her if there is a problem.
d. They share their food and open up their doors to strangers.

Part B
Which detail from the story best supports the answer to Part A?
a. "Firefighters invited me to spend the night at the station."
b. "Two busloads of American soldiers drove through town with a police
escort.

c. "Sometimes children rode their bikes alongside me."
d. "The park ranger said they had problems with bears..."

Refer to "America by Tricycle." Then answer Question 7.

7. In this article, Janet Buckwalter describes the kindness she experienced
during her trip across the United States.

Write a thank you letter that Janet might have written to the fire fighters
who let her sleep in their firehouse. In the letter, please include some of the
other moments of kindness from other people that Janet would mention to
them. Include information from the article as you write this letter.

